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We frequently hear about Big Data, 
Digital Disruption and how 
analytics is changing the face of 
business.

These things are inherently recognised as being of 
critical importance, but what does this really mean for 
us in Tax?

Tax departments have for some time been heavy 
consumers of data, relying on reports provided and 
often defined by finance. As tax compliance and 
regulatory demands increase, so does the burden on the 
tax department. How do you gather, prepare and 
disclose more and more information, in shorter 
timeframes, to the business and to regulators, all whilst 
reducing costs?

Have you questioned just how much time are you 
already spending on preparing and reconciling data? Is 
someone repeating the same manual data handling 
processes every reporting period? Have you considered 
how technology could make the process more efficient 
and free up time to focus on other value-adding tasks?

Automation, Visualisation, Discovery

Tax Data & Analytics Workshop intends to provide 
Tax and Finance professionals with real and practical 
technology skills and to start you on a journey towards a 
more technology enabled and productive function.

This full-day workshop will give you practical experience 
in using automated data transformation and data 
visualisation tools.

It also covers topics from the broader data domain, data 
modelling, Robotic Process Automation and how a tax 
function might use some of these.

Registration fee: $800
(Excluding GST) for the full day workshop

10% group discounts for 2 participants & above from 
the same company

How to register
To register, simply select the course via our Training Calendar 
(www.pwc.com/sg/academy) and click on the chosen course date 
to access the digital registration form. 

For any further queries, please email academy.sg@sg.pwc.com

The Key Objectives

Attending an Academy will not make you an analytics 
expert, but it will give you exposure to a selection of software 
tools and techniques, that will allow you to then consider 
where automation and data visualisation might best be 
applied to your processes and reporting scenarios.

Its key objectives are to:

Teach - Increase your data literacy and gain new practical 
skills.

Discover - Put visualisation tools into your hands. See how 
using a data visualisation tool allows you to draw greater 
insight from your data to improve business decision making.

Equip – Understand more about third-party software 
products that can fill gaps in your tax/finance technology 
ecosystem; better preparing you to engage in transformation 
and technology discussions with vendors and/or internal 
service teams.

Want to know more?
For further information or to discuss how data automation 
and visualisation could be better used by your team, please 
contact one of the team below:

Brendan Egan
Tax Reporting & Strategy Leader
Email: brendan.m.egan@pwc.com
Tel: +65 6236 3928

Tan Ching Ne
Digital Tax Partner
Email: ching.ne.tan@sg.pwc.com
Tel: +65 6236 3608

Jazlyn Tan
Senior Manager
Email: jazlyn.tan@sg.pwc.com
Tel: +65 9738 8749

Raj Balaraman
Senior Manager
Email: raja.balaranman@sg.pwc.com
Tel: +65 8809 2134

Who should attend?

Tax & Finance professionals involved in gathering, 
preparing and reconciling data for reporting and 
compliance purposes; and who wants to learn how 
data visualisation can be used to spot trends, 
anomalies or any pattern hidden within the data.
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